SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS

Working with Unlikely Allies: A Case Study

- [Correcting the Texas Justice System](#), The Star-Telegram, August 31, 2015
- [Criminal Justice Forum Guest Presentations](#), Texas Criminal Justice Coalition and Texas Public Policy Foundation, April 4, 2014
- [Getting Smart on Crime](#), Texas Smart on Crime Coalition, September 17, 2014
- [Strange Bedfellows](#), The Crime Report, May 20, 2010
- [Texas prison rehabilitation revolution catches eye of UK justice minister](#), The Guardian, October 16, 2015

Engaging the Community in the Work of Justice

- [Engaging Stakeholders in Your Project](#), Center for Court Innovation
- [Engaging the Community: A Guide for Community Justice Planners](#), Center for Court Innovation
- [How Community Advisory Boards Can Assist the Work of the Justice System](#), Center for Court Innovation

What We’re Learning About the Neuroscience of Addiction

- [PowerPoint: Neuroscience of Substance Use Disorders](#)

(Breakout 1) Justice Strategies for Improving Outcomes for Persons with Co-Occurring Disorders

- [2016 Multi Year Discretionary Grant](#), Bexar County
- [Grant will provide public defender to indigent mentally ill](#), Bexar County Public Defender’s Office, June 5, 2015
- [Mental and Substance Use Disorders](#), samhsa.gov
- [Mental Disorders](#), samhsa.gov
- [Targeting the Mental Health Needs of Misdemeanor Defendants: An Impact Evaluation of the Bronx Mental Health Initiative](#), Center for Court Innovation
- [When Research Challenges Policy and Practice: Toward a New Understanding of Mental Health Courts](#), The Judges’ Journal

(Breakout 2) Pretrial Justice and Judicial Innovation

- [Brooklyn Justice Initiatives, Bail Reform Project 2014 Annual Report](#), Center for Court Innovation
- [Brooklyn Justice Initiatives: Pretrial Supervised Release Program Fact Sheet](#), Center for Court Innovation
Innovation

- Denver City and County Pretrial SMART Tool *(Supervision Matrix Assessment & Recommendation Tool)*
- Department of Justice Announces Recipients of New “Smart” Grant to Reform Pretrial Justice Practices, Bureau of Justice Assistance and the Pretrial Justice Institute
- Judge wants to overhaul NY’s bail system, PIX11, December 15, 2014
- Smart Pretrial Demonstration Initiative Key Elements, Bureau of Justice Assistance and the Pretrial Justice Institute


- Action Research: Using Information to Improve Your Drug Court, Center for Court Innovation
- Deterrence in Criminal Justice: Evaluating Certainty vs. Severity of Punishment, The Sentencing Project
- Drug Courts, Encyclopedia of Criminology and Criminal Justice
- Efficacy of Frequent Monitoring with Swift, Certain, and Modest Sanctions for Violations: Insights from South Dakota’s 24/7 Sobriety Project, American Journal of Public Health
- The Future is Now: Enhancing Drug Court Operations Through Technology, Center for Court Innovation

**(Breakout 4) Risk, Needs, and the Misdemeanor Population**

- Digest of Evidence-based Assessment Tools, Center for Court Innovation
- Evidence-Based Strategies for Working with Offenders, Center for Court Innovation
- PowerPoint: Risk-Need-Responsivity Theory (RNR) & the Misdemeanor Population, Center for Court Innovation
- Risk-Need Responsibility Model for Offender Assessment and Rehabilitation 2007-06, Public Safety Canada
- What Works in Reducing Recidivism?, University of St. Thomas Law Journal

**Legitimacy, Race, and Procedural Justice**

- Bexar County Smart Justice: Redesigning a Local Justice System to Divert People with Mental Illnesses to Community Treatment, The Council of State Governments
- Comal County to host national test of ‘client choice,’ San Antonio Express-News, January 25, 2014
- Improving Indigent Defense in Appointed Counsel Systems through Client Choice and Professional Development: A Demonstration Project for Comal County, Texas
- Managed Assigned Counsel Program Overview/Implementation Steps, Texas Indigent Defense Commission
- Review Charge to Timothy Cole Exoneration Review Commission & HB 48 Summary
- Strengthening the Relationship between Law Enforcement and Communities of Color: Developing an Agenda for Action, COPS (Community Oriented Policing Services), U.S. Department of Justice

#ReinvestInJustice15